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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing the UIT-θ series, the thin UV irradiance meter.
This operating manual explains the outline, handling methods, and specifications of the "UIT-θseries"
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Features

thin UV Irradiance Meter.
Please keep the manuals close at hand for ease of reference.
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Copyrights
Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft in the USA.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft in the USA.
System names and product names in this manual are not always followed by a trademark.
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Safety Notes

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

These safety notes are intended to help you use this device properly and safely. These notes contain
essential and crucial instructions that must be followed at all times. Please read and understand these
notes before reading the rest of the manual and guide.
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Methods

WARNING

CAUTION

How to use
BladeNaviSE

IMPORTANT

This icon indicates a possible danger of loss of life or injury.
This icon indicates a possible danger of injury to personnel or physical damage.
This icon indicates important information concerning easy-to-make mistakes that can adversely
affect operation and maintenance. Not following the instructions given could result in damage to
the device.

Troubleshooting

● The UV light leaking from the ultraviolet curing unit will soon damage users' eyes and skin.
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Be sure to wear protection and cover your skin to protect against UV light when measuring
irradiance near the leak. Typical recommended protective glasses are shown below.
・RS-24U(SPL3-5) RIKEN OPTECH CORP
●	T he UIT-θ series may be very hot immediately after measurement in a hot environment or
measurement of high-intensity UV light. Wait until the UIT-θ series becomes cool enough to hold
before handling it.
●	Do not use any USB cables that have been damaged or deformed. Doing so could result in
smoke, overheating, or fire.
● Carefully read and correctly follow the instruction in this user’s manual about the use of USB
cables. Replace any cable that looks defective or damaged.
● Do not wash the device with water, or disassemble or tamper with it in any way.
Doing so could result in electric shock, fire, or smoke.
●	When powering the device thru a USB connector, use a PC with a limited-energy circuit USB output, or an AC adapter with a limited-energy circuit used to power PCs.
● Take measures to eliminate static electricity before use.
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IMPORTANT

● Contamination and dirt on the photodetector will cause measurement errors.
Be sure to check the photodetector for contamination and dirt before starting the measurement.
If any are present, wipe them off with dry clean gauze.
● The UIT-θ series houses a temperature sensor to protect the internal electronic circuit.
When used in a hot environment at a temperature exceeding the permissible operating range,
the UIT-θ series will overheat and cease operation with "TEMP Error." Shut down power to the
UIT-θ series and allow to naturally cool to reset the error.
● The sensitivity of the photodetector is calibrated by monochromatic and parallel light.
When measuring the irradiance of monochromatic and parallel light, photodetectors of the same
type show the same irradiance value to within ±5% or less.
To measure the irradiance of light of a certain wavelength distribution, see "Specifications"
(Spectroscopic sensitivity characteristics of the photodetector) of these Operating Manuals.
This Spectroscopic sensitivity characteristics is a central value. When measuring the irradiance of
a general light source of a certain wavelength distribution, photodetectors of the same type may
show different irradiance values due to the Spectroscopic sensitivity characteristics.
● Use alcohol to wipe the UIT-θ series body clean. Do not apply alcohol to the photodetector,
target marks, and their vicinity. Be very careful not to let alcohol infiltrate the UIT-θ series body
through the holes of the photodetector, the rear of its body, and the USB connector hole.
The ingress of alcohol within the UIT-θ series body will cause it to deteriorate and damage its
optical element and internal circuit.Never use organic solvents such as thinner and acetone since
they will damage the external surfaces, optical element, and internal circuit of the UIT-θ series.
● The equipment shown in this catalog, any products using the equipment or technologies related
to the equipment fall under the category of security control related to freight or technologies
under the provisions of the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law. You must obtain
permission from the Government of Japan before exporting them from Japan.
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● Never expose the UIT-θ series body to any shock or impact, since this may damage the
components and cause the unit to malfunction.

Hardware
Components

the cord.
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● When connecting and removing the USB cable, do so carefully; do not jam the connector or yank
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CAUTION

● At least one minute should be allowed between two consecutive measurements.
If the UIT-θ series is not fully cooled, the subsequent measurement may be disabled.
● The photodetector contains optical components. Keep and use it at the appropriate temperature
and humidity.In particular, the optical filter performs best in an environment of the specified
temperature and humidity. Outside this environment, the filter cannot perform optimally and
may deteriorate. Always use a desiccator or similar to keep the photodetector at the specified
temperature and humidity.
● Immediately after using the UIT-θ series, keep it in its storage case and then in a desiccator or
similar to keep the UIT-θ series at the specified temperature and humidity.
● The optical components of the photodetector may swiftly deteriorate when stored in a highhumidity environment (70% RH or more). In such cases, they should be calibrated more
frequently than the USHIO calibration cycle (every 6 months).
● High-intensity UV light will accelerate the deterioration of the optical components in the
photodetector, whereupon the deteriorated photodetector may show lower irradiance values
than expected.
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Precautions Concerning Handling of Coin Type Lithium Rechargeable Battery (CLB)
Conditions of Using the CLB safety
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When used improperly, the CLB may be deformed, leak its liquid content (from inside the CLB body), 		
give off heat, explode, or catch fire since it contains combustible substances such as organic solvents, 		
which may cause personal injuries and apparatus failures. Be sure to observe the warnings and 			
precautions below. USHIO is not liable for CLB damage caused by other uses not described here.
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● Do not dip the CLB in liquid such as water or sea water. Do not wet the CLB with liquid, since this
may cause it to short-circuit, give off heat, or break down.
● The CLB has fixed polarities (plus and minus). If the CLB is not fitted to its charger or apparatus,
do not try to mount it forcibly. Check whether the polarity is reversed. If so, the CLB is reversely
charged and an abnormal chemical reaction takes place in the CLB, which means the CLB will be
deformed, leak liquid, give off heat, explode, or catch fire.
● Do not throw the CLB into a fire. If this is done, the CLB will leak combustible electrolyte,
explode, or catch fire.
● Do not heat up the CLB. Heat will increase its internal pressure, causing it to leak liquid, explode,
give off heat, or catch fire.
● Never reverse the polarity of the CLB. If this is done, the CLB may be charged reversely, which
may cause an abnormal chemical reaction inside the CLB or unexpected discharging overcurrent, which means the CLB will be deformed, leak liquid, give off heat, explode, or catch fire.
● Do not connect the (+) and (-) polarities of the CLB with a metallic wire or similar or carry or store
the CLB together with a metallic necklace or hairpins. These metallic items may short-circuit the
CLB and cause excessive current to flow, which means the CLB will give off heat, explode,
or catch fire, or the metallic wire, necklace, or hairpin will give off great heat.
● Do not expose the CLB to any excessive shock or impact. Do not throw or roughly handle the
CLB, which may cause it to short circuit.
Consequently, the CLB will be deformed, leak liquid, give off heat, explode, or catch fire.
● Never nail, hammer, or stamp the CLB. The CLB will break, deformed, give off heat, explode, or
catch fire.
● Never disassemble or modify the CLB. Its insulator may be damaged and the CLB will give off
heat, explode, or catch fire.
● Recharge the CLB at least once every six months, even when it will not be used for an extended
period. If it is not recharged, the battery performance and service life will decline due
to abnormal internal chemical reactions caused by excessive discharging.
Consequently, the CLB will be deformed, leak liquid, give off heat, or catch fire.
● Charge the CLB under the USHIO specified charging conditions. If charged under other
conditions (higher temperature, higher voltage, greater current than specified, or by a modified
charger), the CLB will be deformed, give off heat, explode, or catch fire.
● Do not use, keep, or leave the CLB near fire, a stove, in vehicle parking under the sun, or in direct
sunlight that may increase the temperature of the CLB, When the CLB becomes very hot, its
components will be damaged and form an internal short-circuit, which means the CLB will give
off heat, explode, or catch fire.
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CAUTION

● Do not use, keep, or leave the CLB near fire, near a stove, in a vehicle under the sun, or in direct
sunlight that may increase the temperature of the CLB. When the CLB becomes very hot, its
separator will be damaged and form an internal short-circuit, which means the CLB will give off
heat, explode, or catch fire.
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WARNING

● Never ingest the CLB and always keep out of reach of infants.
If a child swallow the CLB, he/she will need to go to a doctor or emergency department.
● Never put the CLB in a microwave oven or high-pressure container. If this is done, the CLB will
quickly heat up and the airtightness will be lost, which means the CLB will give off heat, explode,
or catch fire.
● If you find the CLB smoking, hot, discolored, deformed, or faulty while in use, charged, or in stock,
you must immediately remove it from the device or charger and discard it adequately. If the CLB
is used in such a state, it will give off heat, explode, or catch fire.
● When finding the CLB oozing liquid or sensing a parching smell, you must immediately keep it
away from fire. The leaking CLB content (electrolyte) will easily catch fire and the CLB will explode.
● If a substance leaking from the CLB gets into your eye(s), flush with a strong steady stream of
clean water under a faucet immediately WITHOUT rubbing your eyes then see an eye doctor for
treatment. Chemical substances in your eyes will injure them and in the worst cases, may blind
you.
● Stop charging the CLB if charging is not completed within a specified period, otherwise the CLB
may give off heat, explode, or catch fire.
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Precautions Concerning Handling of Coin Type Lithium Rechargeable Battery (CLB)
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By connecting to a Microsoft Windows computer, you can use the dedicated software to set up the
device and import data.

			 ① Logging measurement with the thin illuminance meter alone
			
(Operation by built-in rechargeable battery)

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods

			 ② Real-time measurement with the thin illuminance meter connected to a personal computer
			
(Operation by supplying power from the USB port of a personal computer)
（2）The thin illuminometer application “BladeNaviSE” that runs on Microsoft Windows is available.
By using this,you can set the main unit, check the status, import data, and display graphs. In addition,
the measured data can be output as csv format data, which can be reprocessed with applications
such as spreadsheet software.

Hardware
Components

（1）Thin UV irradiance meter can perform two types of measurements according to the customer's
			 application.
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Features
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Features

T he UIT-θ series is a compact Thin UV irradiance meter with a built-in power supply. Irradiance
measurement in a specific wavelength range is possible and single unit logging measurement can be
performed.
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Hardware Package
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（１）............................................ UIT-θ（With USB cover）
（２）............................................ USB cable

Hardware Package
System Configration

（３）............................................ Storage case
CD-ROM ※1
A．BladeNaviSE Software
B. User's Manual and Troubleshooting Guide

1
1
1

（These are all distributed as electronic data in a CD-ROM. ）

Hardware
Components

CD-ROM
(electronic data)

Storage case

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods

UIT-θ

USB cable

※1 The UIT-θ is not accompanied by the CD-ROM as standard.
When you need it, please contact the USHIO Sales Division or your local USHIO distributor.

System Configration

How to use
BladeNaviSE

The following is the basic UIT-θ system configuration.
Personal computer(PC)

Troubleshooting

• PC is not included in this product.
• Please prepare PC at user side.
Connected to USB port

Warranty &
After Service
Specification

UIT-θ

Disclaimer
Others

CAUTION
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Connect the UIT-θ directly to the USB port of the PC. The operation of the UIT-θ may not be
assured if it is connected to the PC via a hub or other device.
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Hardware Components

④ Range
switching

Overview
Features

① Photo
Detector

Target Mark

Hardware Package
System Configration

Rear side view

Front view

⑤ USB interface connector port
（With USB cover）

③ Status display LED
Displays the operation mode during logging measurement.

⑤ USB interface connector port
Connects a USB cable.

Specification

Protect this connector port with an accompanying USB cover against UV light in the logging
measurement (to be described later).

Warranty &
After Service

④ Range switching
The measurement range can be switched.

Troubleshooting

IMPORTANT

The sleep reset switch should be lightly pressed with a pointed object.
In some cases, the switch may be damaged and measurement may not be possible.

How to use
BladeNaviSE

① Photodetector
Receives light for measurement.
To measure the irradiance of the spotlight, aim the light at the target mark of the photodetector.
② Sleep reset switch
Resets the Sleep mode of the UIT-θ.

Measurement
Methods

Bottom view

③ Status display LED

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Left side view

Hardware
Components

② Sleep reset switch

Disclaimer
Others
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You need to download a free app from our homepage. ※２
After registering, download the latest application from the following URL.
（URL：https://member.ushio.co.jp/en/members/mypage/products/=/product=1016）
※２ CD-ROMs can also be provided.
If you need it, please contact our sales department or the supplier.
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IMPORTANT

Do not connect UIT-Θ before installing BladeNaviSE.If it is connected, delete the UIT-Θ USB
driver in Device Manager.BladeNaviSE may not be able to connect.

IMPORTANT

At the time of purchase, it might UIT-θ has not been fully charged.
If this is the first time you use or when the battery level is low, please charge.
Charge it once every 6 months.

Inspection
Before Use
App Install
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• Charge up the UIT-θ in advance. (It takes about 3 to 4 hours to fully charge the exhausted UIT-θ.)
• To charge up, connect the UIT-θ to your PC with the USB cable.
The UIT-θ is charged while the PC is active.
(No "BladeNaviSE" operation is required to charge up the UIT-θ.)
• It takes about 1.5 to 2 hours to fully charge up the UIT-θ.

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service
Specification
Disclaimer
Others
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How to install USB driver

When unzipped, there are the following two files. Select the “uit_theta_usb_win10.inf” file, right click

Hardware
Components

and select “Install”. Files should be placed in the same folder.

Hardware Package
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② Please unzip the file "uit_theta_usb_win10.zip".

Overview
Features

① Copy the two compressed files from the download or CD-ROM to the desktop of a PC.
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App Install
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App Install
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How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

③ Installation is complete when the following dialog is displayed.
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After Service
Specification
Disclaimer
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App Install
How to install App
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① If an older version of the app is installed, uninstall it.

Unzip the "BladeNavSE_Ver1.00_Installer.zip" file provided from the URL or CD-ROM.
When unzipped, there are the following two files. Select setup.exe and double-click to start it.

Hardware Package
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② Follow the instructions to install. When the installation is complete, it is finished.
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Measurement Methods
1 Measurement Workflow

Activate the BladeNaviSE software

Logging measurement

Realtime measurement

Press [START] button in BladeNavi
screen to start measurement

The measurement ends when the
USB power is supplied .

Press the [STOP] button to end
the measurement.

Acquisition of measurement data

Saving measurement data

Disclaimer
Others

Logging measurement starts
when irradiance is detected

Specification

Installed at measurement
position

Warranty &
After Service

Installed at measurement
position

Troubleshooting

Data save
(Chapter5)

How to use
BladeNaviSE

Shut off the USB power supply
(disconnect the USB cable)

Measurement
Methods

Measurement
(Chapter3,4)

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Preparation (UIT-θ, BladeNaviSE)

Hardware
Components

Connect UIT-θ and PC with USB cable

Hardware Package
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Preparation
(Chapter2)

Overview
Features

There are two measurement methods, logging measurement and realtime measurement.
Before use, see “Inspection Before Use” on page 10.

DOC1050921-03
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2 Preparation for Measurement
2.1 Preparation of UIT-θ

Overview
Features

The measurement range can be changed by switching the measurement range selector switch on the
main unit.

Hardware Package
System Configration

Please check the measurement range in advance before setting. (If you do not know the measurement
range, start with a large range.) The following table shows the measurement resolution and measurable
irradiance for each range.

Hardware
Components

H

M

L

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

UIT-θ
(Rear side)

Measurement
Methods

Model：UIT-θ365

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

Measurement resolution

Measurable irradiance range

（mW/cm2 ）

（mW/cm2 ）

H

1

0~9,999

M

0.1

0.0~999.9

L

0.01

0.00~99.99

Measurement resolution

Measurable irradiance range

（mW/cm2 ）

（mW/cm2 ）

H

1

0~20,000

M

0.1

0.0~2,000.0

L

0.01

0.00~200.00

Measurement range

Model：UIT-θLED
Measurement range

Warranty &
After Service
Specification
Disclaimer
Others
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In this chapter, you will prepare the application software.
① Start the Windows application software "BladeNaviSE" on your computer.

Introduction
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2.2 Preparing BladeNaviSE

BladeNavi

the PC.
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② Connect UIT-θ and personal computer with USB cable
③ Click the [Connect] button on the BladeNaviSE main window. The UIT-θ starts to communicate with

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods

complete the preparation.For other detailed settings, refer to "8. Setting Window".

How to use
BladeNaviSE

④ Click the [Set] button on the right, set the measurement range from the setting screen, and

Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service
Specification

IMPORTANT
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range of the main body side and the application side.For details of the procedure for changing
the measurement range, see p.14 "2.1 Preparation of UIT-θ".
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In order to display the correct measurement results, you'll need to match the measurement
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3 Logging Measurement
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"Logging measurements" are performed solely by the UIT-θ. While performing the irradiance
measurement, the UIT-θ records its data in memory (FRAM) at the same time.

3.1 Logging measurement method

Hardware Package
System Configration

① After connecting UIT-θ to a personal computer and starting communication, start the setting screen.
② On the setting screen, make the necessary settings for logging measurement.
③ Click the [Disconnect] button to cancel the communication, and disconnect the USB cable of the
PC connected to UIT-θ to put it in the logging standby state.

Hardware
Components

④ In logging standby mode, logging starts when irradiance is continuously detected for the set time
or longer.

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

⑤ In logging mode, the irradiance is measured at the set sampling rate and the measurement data
is saved in the memory of the main unit.
⑥ To end the measurement, connect the USB cable and the measurement will end.

⑦ In the logging mode, if the irradiance is not detected continuously, logging will be terminated and the
mode will shift to the logging standby mode.
⑧ Furthermore, if the logging standby mode continues, it shifts to sleep mode. * Refer to the time chart

Measurement
Methods

＜Time chart＞
USB connection status

Logging stand-by

Logging

Logging stand-by

H

Sleep

How to use
BladeNaviSE

（H:connection ,L:disconnection）

L

Irradiance detection

H

（H:Detected、L:Non-detected）

L

③

④

Troubleshooting

Logging Delay Time

⑦
Logging Delay Time

⑧

⑥

Sleep Setting Time

Warranty &
After Service

⑨ Logging standby mode and logging mode are set as one cycle, and up to 64 cycles can be saved.
In addition, the total maximum number of recorded data is 123,850 data.
(When the sampling rate is 100Hz, it takes about 20 minutes)

IMPORTANT

The data obtained by the logging standby mode is not stored in memory.
The sampling rate during the logging standby mode is 10Hz.

Specification

		 Data cannot be recorded in the UIT-θ under the conditions below.
			 • Data of 64 measurement cycles are already recorded.
			 • The entire data storage area to the end is occupied by the logging data.
			 • The UIT-θ is unable to measure because of the battery becoming exhausted.

Disclaimer
Others
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			 • The UIT-θ is out of order. (For details on errors, refer to p.28 "Troubleshooting".)
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※３ If the temperature exceeds 60 seconds for more than 10 seconds during logging measurement, the

（See “Sleep Setting Time" on page 27 for details. ）
You can reset sleep mode in one of the following ways:
（２）
・Press the sleep reset switch.The sleep reset switch is located in the slot near the USB connector

Press lightly for about 1 second with a pointed object.
・Connect UIT-θ to the PC with the USB cable and remove the USB cable again.

You can check the status with the LED near the sleep release switch on the back of UIT-Θ.The following
table shows each status and LED status.

Measurement
Methods

3.3 Status Display

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

(There is no need to start BladeNavi and connect to UIT-θ. If BladeNaviSE is already active and
connected to UIT-θ, follow the specified disconnection procedure.)

Hardware
Components

port on the back of UIT-θ.
(Refer to “Hardware Components” ② on page 9 for details.)

Hardware Package
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mode will shift to sleep mode.
The factory-set time to transfer to the Sleep mode is 5 minutes.
（１）
This time can be selected from 5, 10, and 30 minutes on the Setting window of "BladeNavi."

Overview
Features

The UIT-θ enters the Sleep mode to minimize battery exhaustion when the logging standby mode state
continues for a specified time period in the logging mode. ※ 3

Introduction
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3.2 Sleep Mode

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

UIT-θ
(Rear side)

State of logging standby mode

☼ Flashes once (Period 1s)

State of completion
of logging measurement

☼ ☼ Flashes twice (Period 1s)

State of sleep mode

○ Turn off

Specification

Status display LED

Warranty &
After Service

Operating state

Disclaimer
Others
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4 Realtime Measurement
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Realtime measurement is performed with UIT-θ connected to a PC, and the acquired data is displayed
on the PC.
① Connect the UIT-θ main unit and the personal computer with a USB cable.

② Click the Connect button at the top right of the "BladeNaviSE" screen to start communication between
the UIT-θ main unit and your computer.

Hardware Package
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Measurement
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How to use
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③ Click the [Realtime] tab to change the screen.
④ After setting the Sampling Rate, click the [START] button to start measurement. During the
measurement, the irradiance value, peak irradiance value, integrated irradiance value, and internal
temperature of the main unit are updated.
In addition, the irradiance value will be plotted on the graph screen.
The maximum monitor time is 5 hours at Normal Speed and 5 minutes at High Speed.

Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service
Specification
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Others
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⑤ Press the Stop button to end the measurement.
(Refer to p.24 "7.2 Realtime Window" for screen details.)

Copyright © 2019, USHIO INC. All Rights Reserved.
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After measurement, you can import data using the following procedure.

① Start the Windows application software "BladeNaviSE" on your computer.

Hardware Package
System Configration

Hardware
Components

② Connect UIT-θ and your computer with a USB cable.
③ Click the Connect button to start communication between the UIT-θ main unit and the PC.
④ Click the [Data Import] tab on the screen to change the screen.
⑤ Click the [Data Import] button to import it to your computer. Measurement data is transferred for each
data. For example, if the measurement data for 10 times is saved, the transfer process is performed
10 times.

Overview
Features

5.1 For Logging Measurement

Introduction
Safety Notes

5 Data Save

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

⑥ When the data import is completed, it will be displayed on the graph. Select X-scale or Y-scale and
adjust the display range. In the graph, one cycle of data is displayed continuously. The pause time per
cycle is ignored.
⑦ Click [Save] to display the specified folder and save the imported data in CSV format.
* Because it is a CSV format file, it can be processed with spreadsheet software.
⑧ For the data format, refer to "5-3. Data format".

Warranty &
After Service
Specification
Disclaimer
Others
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5.2 For Realtime Measurement
① After finishing the realtime measurement, click the [SAVE] button. The specified folder will

Overview
Features

be displayed and you can save the data in CSV format.

② For details, refer to "5-3. Data format".

IMPORTANT

Hardware Package
System Configration

Click the [STOP] button to finish. The file is not saved if the measurement is completed by other
than the [STOP] button, such as by disconnecting the USB.

5.3 Data Format

Hardware
Components

① Both realtime measurement and logging measurement are saved as CSV format data.

② The data format is as follows.

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods

Saved Date and Time

2020/11/20/16/08/32

Mode

Logging

Model

UIT- θ LED

S/N

LED-1234567U

Sampling Rate

100

Meas. Range

L

Cal. Wavelength

385

Cal. Coefficient

1

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

Logging Delay Time

2

Continuous Logging

false

Number of Data Sections

3

Temperature Error

false

Memory Error

false

Number of Data

910

Number

Irradiance

Warranty &
After Service
Specification

1

8.76

２

8.80

3

8.84

・

・

・

・

・
１０

・
9.19

・

・

・

・

・
369

・
0.04

Hz

nm

*0.1s

Temperature

31.0

e30a8701e1325bb5db938df832b72f29

Disclaimer
Others
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logging measurement

In addition, the number of effective digits is up to two decimal places.
Display value = [Measured value x Calibration Coefficient value]

Hardware Package
System Configration

When you press the [Setting] button, the Calibration Coefficient setting screen will appear.
The input range is 0.30 to 10.00, and the default value is "1.00".

Overview
Features

The Calibration coefficient function corrects the on-screen irradiance value by multiplying the
measured irradiance value by an entered value (coefficient). This function is valid for real-time and

Introduction
Safety Notes

6 Calibration Coefficient

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting
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How to use BladeNaviSE
This chapter describes the functions of the respective BladeNaviSE windows.

Overview
Features

7 Main Screen
The main screen has the following main buttons and displays.

Hardware Package
System Configration

Menu tab

Cursor position display

The Data Import tab is used for logging measurement,
the Realtime tab is used for realtime measurement,
and the FileViewer tab is used for displaying saved
data.<ｐ.23~25>

X1, X2, Y Displays the
value at the cursor
position.<ｐ.26>

Communication connection /
disconnection button
Click to connect / disconnect
the main unit and personal
computer.<ｐ.14>

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service
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Graph window

XY scale setting

Setting information display

Setting button

Displays irradiance
logging data.

The scale of the graph
can be set.<p.26>

The memory information of
the main unit is displayed.

Open the Setting
screen.<ｐ.27>

The display point
changes depending on
the range.

Copyright © 2019, USHIO INC. All Rights Reserved.
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On the data import screen, it is possible to import data from the main unit after logging measurement.

Introduction
Safety Notes

7.1 Data Import Screen

Overview
Features
Hardware Package
System Configration

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE
BladeNavi

Click to save.

Click to import the data.
For details, refer to "5.1 For Logging Measurement".

The sampling rate is displayed.
The measurement range is displayed.
The calibration wavelength is displayed.
The Calibration Coefficient is displayed.

Specification

■ Sampling Rate
■ Mes Range
■ Cal.WL
■ Cal.Coef

Explanation

Warranty &
After Service

item

Troubleshooting

［ SAVE ］button

［Data Import ］button

Disclaimer
Others
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7.2 Realtime Screen
On the realtime screen, it is possible to display and save the measured data in real time.

Overview
Features
Hardware Package
System Configration

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

［ SAVE ］button

［START］button

Click to save.

Click to start realtime measurement.
For details, refer to "4 Realtime Measurement".

Warranty &
After Service

■ Sampling Rate setting
For Normal Speed, log measurement is performed at 2Hz, and for High Speed,
logging is measured at 512Hz.

Specification

item

Disclaimer
Others
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Explanation

■ Irradiance
■ Peak Irradiance
■ Accum Irradiance

The current irradiance value is displayed.
The maximum irradiance value from the start of measurement is displayed.
The integrated irradiance from the start of measurement is displayed.

■ Temperature

(When the digit display is over, the background turns red)
The current temperature inside the main unit is displayed.

Copyright © 2019, USHIO INC. All Rights Reserved.
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Features

The file viewer screen is a screen for reading and displaying files saved on the data import screen and
realtime screen.

Introduction
Safety Notes

7.3 File Viewer Screen

Hardware Package
System Configration

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

[Load] button
Click to load the file.

The name of the loaded file is displayed.
The sampling rate of the loaded file is displayed.
The measurement range of the loaded file is displayed.
The calibration wavelength of the loaded file is displayed.
The Calibration Coefficient of the loaded file is displayed.

Specification

■ File Name
■ Sampling Rate
■ Mes. Range
■ Cal.WL
■ Cal.Coef

Explanation

Warranty &
After Service

item
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Others
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7.4 Cursor Display・XY Scale Setting

Overview
Features

Displays realtime measurement or logging measurement data on a graph.The X-axis represents time,
the Y-axis represents irradiance, and the time / irradiance scale corresponding to the XY scale selection is
displayed.The scale value is displayed every 5 scales.
■ Irradiance
The value of the cursor position "Y" is displayed.

Hardware Package
System Configration

■ Peak Irradiance

Hardware
Components

The maximum irradiance value within the range from the cursor "X1"
to the cursor "X2" is displayed.
■ Accum Irradiance
The integrated irradiance value within the range from the cursor
"X1" to the cursor "X2" is displayed.
■ X Scale
The range changes by selecting the Sampling Rate.

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Normal Speed
⇒ 500ms,1s,5s,10s,30s,1min,2min,5min,10min
（The maximum for the X axis is 300 minutes. ）
High Speed

Measurement
Methods

（The maximum for the X axis is 300 seconds. ）
■ Y Scale

How to use
BladeNaviSE

⇒100ms,500ms,1s,5s,10s

M range ⇒ 0.1,1.0,5.0,10.0,50.0,100.0

The range changes by selecting the irradiance value.
L range ⇒ 0.01,0.10,0.50,1.00,5.00,10.00
H range ⇒1,10,50,100,500,1000

Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service
Specification
Disclaimer
Others
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8 Setting Window
The Setting window has the following main setting items.

Overview
Features
Hardware Package
System Configration

Hardware
Components
Inspection
Before Use
App Install

■ Cal Wavelength

Explanation
Only UIT-θLED can be set. (Not selectable for UIT-θ365.)
You can select from "385nm", "395nm", "405nm", and "450nm" depending on the
wavelength of the LED light source.
Cal Coefficlant is a function that corrects the irradiance value.
Please refer to "6.Cal Coefficlant" for the setting.
Set to the same measurement range as the measurement range of the main unit.For
details, please refer to "2.2 Preparing BladeNavi SE".

■ Sampling Rate

Sets the sampling rate for logging measurements.
Example: “512Hz” is measured at a timing of 512 times per second.

■ Sleep Setting time

Set the transition time from logging standby mode to sleep mode.

Set the time threshold for starting logging measurement.

■ Continuous Logging

In logging standby mode, logging measurement starts when irradiance is
continuously detected for the time threshold. Enter the time threshold as an integer
value from 1 to 255, and the unit is 0.1 sec.
If you check the Continuous Logging checkbox, logging measurement will start
without going through the logging standby mode.
Not normally used.

■ Create
File

Output of diagnostic file.
When you make an inquiry due to a problem with the main unit, please provide the
file saved by this function so that the diagnosis will proceed smoothly.

DOC1050921-03
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Maintenance

Specification

■ Logging Delay Time

Warranty &
After Service

Example: When set to "5min", it sleeps when irradiance = 0 continues for 5 minutes or
more in logging standby mode.

Troubleshooting

■ Mes Range

How to use
BladeNaviSE

■ Cal Coefficlant

Measurement
Methods

item
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Troubleshooting
No logging
［Symptom１］
P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

Overview
Features

Already in Sleep mode

R e p a i r i n g
The logging measurement is disabled in Sleep mode. Cancel Sleep mode by the reset
button.

Hardware Package
System Configration

Insufficient battery charge left

Connect the UIT-θ to the PC with the accompanying USB cable and charge.

Error occurred

Connect the UIT-θ to BladeNaviSE and reset the error if any.

Other problem

Contact USHIO together with a detailed description of the operating conditions and
other information.

No sleep
［Symptom２］
P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

R e p a i r i n g

Hardware
Components

Connected to PC

The UIT-θ does not sleep while connected to the PC with the USB cable.

No receiving light (detecting light)

The UIT-θ does not sleep while receiving light. Leave the UIT-θ with the irradiance set to
"0."

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

"0" selected for the time threshold

The UIT-θ does not sleep even in the no-light state (0 irradiance) if the time threshold
setting is "0." Set a threshold value greater than "0".

Other problem

Contact USHIO together with a detailed description of the operating conditions and
other information.

Measurement
Methods

Abnormal irradiance value (greater or smaller)
［Symptom3］
P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

Insufficient battery charge left (in logging measurement)

R e p a i r i n g
An abnormal irradiance value may be displayed when the residual battery charge is
insufficient. Connect the UIT-θ to the PC with the USB cable and charge.

How to use
BladeNaviSE

Wrong calibration CAL value setting

The specified calibration CAL value is not "1".

Broken or deteriorated optical element

Contact USHIO for calibration or repairing.

Broken internal parameter

The internal parameters of the UIT-θ may be broken. Contact USHIO together with a
detailed description of the operating conditions and other information.

Troubleshooting

Un-chargeable
［Symptom4］
(The residual battery charge does not increase although the UIT-θ is connected to the PC for 4 hours or more)
P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

Battery problem

R e p a i r i n g
Contact USHIO for repair.

Warranty &
After Service

Fast battery exhaust
［Symptom5］
P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

R e p a i r i n g

Specification

No-Sleep set

See "No sleep".

Fast battery exhaust or problem

Contact USHIO for repair.

No irradiance in real-time measurement
［Symptom6］
P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

Loose connection

The photodetector -cable connection may be incomplete.

Disclaimer
Others

Makes noises when shaken
［Symptom7］
考 え ら れ る 原 因
Broken optical element or internal circuit

28

R e p a i r i n g

処 置
Contact USHIO for repair.
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Troubleshooting
Connect Error
［Error message ］
D e t e c t i n g

m e a s u r e m e n t

L o g g i n g

P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

R e p a i r i n g

R e a l - t i m e

BladeNaviSE cannot

① Implement [disconnect] on BladeNaviSE,

you click [Connect] of

recognize the serial port

unplug and plug the USB cable, and click

"BladeNaviSE".

of the UIT-θ or is not

[Connect].

A warning dialog box pops

connected to the UIT-θ.

② If the error persists, restart the PC and

○

up for this error.
The UIT-θ - BladeNavi

○

reconnect the UIT-θ to the PC.
③ Inspect the USB cable (for breaks) and the

communication is disabled.

USB connector of the UIT-θ (for problems).

(The communication does

④ Inspect the USB port of the connected PC.

Communication Error
［Error message ］
D e t e c t i n g

m e a s u r e m e n t
t y p e

S y m p t o m

P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

R e p a i r i n g

R e a l - t i m e

① The UIT-θ was

① Implement [disconnect] on BladeNaviSE,

"BladeNaviSE" is connected

disconnected from the

unplug and plug the USB cable, and click

to the UIT-θ.

PC before executing the

[Connect].

The UIT-θ - BladeNaviSE

Disconnect operation.

② If the error persists, restart the PC and

② USB connection error

reconnect the UIT-θ to the PC.

○

communication is disabled.

○

(USB cable break, UIT-θ

③ Inspect the USB cable (for breaks) and the

is disabled after the

USB connector failure, or

USB connector of the UIT-θ (for problems).

communication was

defective USB port of the

④ Inspect the USB port of the connected PC.

established.)

connected PC)

(The communication

D e t e c t i n g

m e a s u r e m e n t
t y p e

S y m p t o m
L o g g i n g

P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

R e p a i r i n g

R e a l - t i m e

① Occurrence of a

Press the clear button on the error history

when the irradiance data

collation error after data

screen.

captured in the logging

is written into memory

measurement is written

(FRAM)

into memory (FRAM).

○

×

② lC (FRAM or peripheral
control circuit) failure

mode.)In the real-time
measurement (that will not
write data in memory), this
error will not occur.

Warranty &
After Service

(The UIT-θ enters Sleep

Troubleshooting

This error may occur

How to use
BladeNaviSE

Memory Error
［Error message ］

Measurement
Methods

This error may occur when

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

L o g g i n g

Hardware
Components

not start.

Hardware Package
System Configration

This error may occur when

Overview
Features

t y p e

S y m p t o m

Specification
Disclaimer
Others
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Troubleshooting
Temperature Error
［Error message ］
D e t e c t i n g

m e a s u r e m e n t

Overview
Features

t y p e

S y m p t o m
L o g g i n g

P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

R e p a i r i n g

R e a l - t i m e

This error may occur when

The outside temperature

Cool the UIT-θ , press the clear button on the

the temperature sensor

of IC exceeded the ALERT

Error History screen.

housed in the UIT-θ sensed

output for a specified

Hardware Package
System Configration

○

60℃ .
(The UIT-θ enters Sleep

○

time period.

mode.)

Hardware
Components

［Others]
S y m p t o m

Unconnectable

P o s s i b l e

c a u s e s

Connection error

R e p a i r i n g

Disconnect the UIT-θ from the PC, disconnect "BladeNavi" and the- UIT-θ, reconnect the
UIT-θ to the PC and "BladeNavi."

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

The Windows version and the software version of the main unit may not be the same.
Please contact our service.
No charging (remaining at
0)

Connecting

In some cases, it takes about 1 minute before the UIT-θ is recognized after connection.

Battery error

When the Battery Error message is displayed on the [Error History] window, the residual

Measurement
Methods

battery charge is not detected.
No data captured

Measurement error

When the UIT-θ under UV light cannot capture data, its circuit may be disabled.

Only "0" stored as data

"0" set for [Time] (by

When "0" is selected for [Time], Irradiance "0" is also logged, so select a value greater than

choosing [Setting] -->

1.

How to use
BladeNaviSE

[Threshold])

Troubleshooting

Cannot store

No data

Cannot store when no data exists.

Cannot read

Unmatched file data

Cannot read when data formats are different.

format to be read

Only files saved with BladeNavi SE can be used.

No data

Cannot display a graph when no data is captured.Select a greater scale mark value.

Scale

Cannot display the entire graph when the scale mark values are small.

Scroll

Scroll the graph to the start position when the end of the graph is displayed.

Minimize

When the window is minimized, its part is not displayed.

No graph display

Warranty &
After Service

Missing window

Select the window name from [History].
Setting

The window is not displayed when no check mark is applied in [Display] selected from
[Setting].

Specification

Apply a check mark to the window you want to display.
Stopped real-time
measurement

Auto stop

The real-time measurement automatically stops when the accumulated value exceeds
"11, 998, 800."

Disclaimer
Others
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Warranty Period

			 completion of starting up the product.
		2）Provided, however, if there is a serious defect attributable to USHIO that may result in smoke,

Warranty Scope
USHIO shall repair the product free of charge. Provided, however, any of the following shall be
out of this obligation:

instruction manual, maintenance manual, etc.;
(6)Any defect or problem caused by use of parts other than the maintenance or consumable
parts specified by USHIO;

		
		
		

(7)Any defect or problem caused by a reason that could not be predicted based on the
technology standard available at shipment of the product from USHIO;
(8)Any defect or problem caused by an external factor, such as fire, earthquake, flood, or

		

(9)Any defect or problem caused by noncompliance with the laws or safety regulations
outside Japan (CE, UL, CSA, etc.) except those agreed between USHIO and the customer
separately.
2）
The customer’s remedy and USHIO’s liability for loss or damage arising out of or resulting
from the defect of or problem with the product shall be limited to the repair of the product free
of charge pursuant to the above item 2. 1). USHIO shall not be liable or responsible for any
to damage to the customer’s equipment or product), any loss of opportunity, lost earning and
others, arising out of or resulting from nonperformance of USHIO’s product or a defect of or
problem with USHIO’s product, whether it occurs as a result of breach of warranty, negligence

Disclaimer
Others

incidental, consequential, indirect or secondary loss or damage (including, but not be limited

Specification

		
		
		

voltage failure, or other accident, that occurs without USHIO’s fault.

Warranty &
After Service

		
		
		

Troubleshooting

separately agreed;
(2)Any defect of or problem with USHIO’s product caused by the customer’s equipment that
interfaces with USHIO’s product;
(3)Any defect or problem caused by an operation environment or method of use not
proposed by the customer before agreement of the specifications;
(4)Any defect or problem caused by modification or repair performed by a third party other
than USHIO;
(5)Any defect or problem considered to be preventable if timely replacement of consumable
parts and/or proper maintenance work have been performed in accordance with

How to use
BladeNaviSE

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Measurement
Methods

(1)Any defect or problem caused by improper conditions, environment, handling, or use other
than those described in the instruction manual, maintenance manual, or the specifications

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

		
		

Hardware
Components

1）
In case that, a defect is found or problem occurs by USHIO’s fault during the warranty term,

Hardware Package
System Configration

			 fire, a fatal accident, etc. USHIO will repair products in accordance with and subject to the
			 conditions and limitations provided in provisions of 3-2.3) below.

Overview
Features

		1）The warranty term for a product that requires witnessed inspection shall be one year after
			 technical sign-off if the sign-off work is performed by the customer within 2 weeks after

Introduction
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Warranty and After Service

or otherwise.
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Warranty and After Service
Repairing

Overview
Features
Hardware Package
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If you feel the product is defective or inconvenient, contact us with a description of the type
name, serial number, and detailed symptoms of the product.

		
		

Please note that USHIO will not accept the product for repair if it has been improperly
maintained or modified.

		

The product for repair will be accepted in accordance with the description of "Others."

Calibration (of the UIT-θ)

Hardware
Components

		
		

To assure measurement accuracy, it is recommended that the UIT-θ be calibrated at least once every
six months.

Repairing/calibration inquiry desk

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Person in charge of UIT repairing/calibration, Sales Div.
Customer Service Center
USHIO INC.

Measurement
Methods

Phone: +81-45-901-2642
Fax:

How to use
BladeNaviSE

		

+81-45-901-2607

For more information about repairing and calibration, call the above or your local USHIO

		distributor.

Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service
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Warranty and After Service
USHIO’s service system is as follows:
				Sales: 			Customer service
				
Technical Support :
On-site services, such as inspection and repair, and on-call
							
support at occurrence of trouble in equipmen
2)Service Inquiries

				

Please refer to the attached USHIO INC. Service Department Contact Number list.
USHIO INC. Service Department Contact Number
Region

Hub

Telephone number

Japan

Yokohama

Korea
China

Seoul
Shanghai
Shenzhen
Beijing
Chengdu

+82 2-587-1115
+86 21-6841-1135
+86 755-8207-0162
+86 10-8441-8375
+86 28-8526-8548

+82 2-587-1118
+86 21-6841-1150
+86 755-8207-0161
+86 10-8441-837
－

Service inquiries may be made from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM on weekdays to the
following departments.

				
				

Except in the case of emergency, requested parts will be dispatched during
the reception hours on business days only.

Troubleshooting

				
				

How to use
BladeNaviSE

Taipei

Measurement
Methods

Taiwan

045-901-2509
045-901-2607
+81-45-901-2509
+81-45-901-2607
079-252-6565
079-252-2550
+81-79-252-6565
+81-79-252-2550
E-mail techsup@ushio.co.jp
+886 2-2312-3358
+886 2-2312-3858

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Himeji

FAX number

Hardware
Components

				

Hardware Package
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			 1)Service-related organizations and their functions
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Specification
UIT-θseries specification

Overview
Features

Dimensions

※8

※4

90（91） ×25×4.9 (mm)

Hardware Package
System Configration

Weight

approx.25g

Power

・USB bus power for real-time measurement.
・Coin Type Lithium Rechargeable Battery for logging
measurement.

Battery life

approx.1.5hour ※5

Hardware
Components

Usage
Environment

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Mesurement

Temperature
/Humidity

0〜50℃・70％ RH or less

Functions

Logging mode／Real time mode／Sleep mode

Sampling rate

512/500/100/32/10 Hz（selectable by UIT-θdedicated software）

Maximum number
of recordable data 123,850（at 100Hz sampling rate, 20 minutes maximum）
pieces

Photodetector
Measurement
Methods

Interface

※6

See “Photodetector Specification” on page 35-36 for details.
MicroUSB（Type B)

Applicable operating systems ※7

WIndows10

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

※4	
（ ）including the USB cover
※5	This value assumes that the battery is new and fully charged. This value is not always assured under
various conditions.
※6 One USB port on the user's PC is used to connect to the UIT-θ.
		 (Connect the USB cable directly to the PC (not via a hub or other device).)
※7 This application is not compatible with Mac operating systems.
※8 The center dimension value. Please check with our sales office for detailed dimensions and tolerances.
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UNIT:mm
CAUTION

34

The specifications and appearances of products listed here are subject to change for
improvement without prior notice.
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Introduction
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Photodetector Specification
UIT-θ365 Photodetector specification

Wavelength for calibrating absolute value (nm)

365

Calibration accuracy (factory-set)

±5％

Photodetector diameter(mm)

φ3

Non-linearity

Within ±1％（at Full scale)
H:

0〜9,999（Resolution: 1）

M:

0.0〜999.9（Resolution: 0.１）

L:

0.00〜99.99（Resolution: 0.0１）

Hardware
Components

Measurable irradiance range
(mW/cm2)

※9

Hardware Package
System Configration

345～385

Overview
Features

Sensitivity wavelength region(nm)

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Spectroscopic sensitivity characteristics
Measurement
Methods

(Typical value)

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service

Angular dependence
(Typical value)

Specification

DOC1050921-03
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※9 The irradiance measurement range is a range that can be measured instantaneously, not a range
that can be continuously measured.If the light receiving part is continuously irradiated with
UV light, the internal optical components may deteriorate and the irradiance may be displayed lower
than the original value. Therefore, we recommend that you calibrate regularly.
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Photodetector Specification
UIT-θLED Photodetector specification

Overview
Features
Hardware Package
System Configration

Sensitivity wavelength region(nm)

380～450 (Relative intensity of 90% or more)

Wavelength for calibrating absolute value (nm)

385 / 395 / 405 / 450

Calibration accuracy (factory-set)

±5％

Photodetector diameter(mm)

φ1

Non-linearity

Within ±1％（at Full scale)

Hardware
Components

Measurable irradiance range
(mW/cm2)

※9

H:

0〜20,000（Resolution: 1 ）

M:

0.0〜2000.0（Resolution: 0.１）

L:

0.00〜200.00（Resolution: 0.0１）

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Spectroscopic sensitivity characteristics
Measurement
Methods

(Typical value)

How to use
BladeNaviSE
Troubleshooting

Warranty &
After Service

Angular dependence
(Typical value)

Specification
Disclaimer
Others
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※9 The irradiance measurement range is a range that can be measured instantaneously, not a range
that can be continuously measured.If the light receiving part is continuously irradiated with
UV light, the internal optical components may deteriorate and the irradiance may be displayed lower
than the original value. Therefore, we recommend that you calibrate regularly.
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• Secondary damage (e.g. equipment damage, loss of opportunity, loss of operational profits) suffered by
		 the customer as a result of use or breakdown of this product

• This application may be subject to change, in whole or in part, without prior notice.
• Users download and install this application at their own risk.

Hardware
Components

• Failure that cannot be foreseen from a technical perspective when shipping the product from USHIO .
• USHIO shall not be liable for any user damage caused by the improper use of this application.

Hardware Package
System Configration

• Failures caused by non-USHIO products such as user's own equipment or software
• Failures caused by natural disasters or other unavoidable events which cannot be controlled by USHIO

Overview
Features

USHIO shall not be liable for any of the following:
• Failures caused by violating the conditions, environments, handling and using methods described in 		
		 the Operating Manuals, catalogs, and technical documents
• Failures caused by repair or modification by non-USHIO service engineers

Introduction
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Disclaimer

Inspection
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App Install

Measurement
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Overview
Features

1) When we start repair of our product, you shall stop operation of the product for certain period of 		
		 hours during the repair. In principle, the date of the repair will be our proposed date or any date within 		
		 the following term:
			 Repair that requires approx. a half-day: within one week after our proposed date
			 Repair that requires approx. one day: within two weeks after our proposed date

Hardware Package
System Configration

Hardware
Components

			 Repair that requires more than one day: within one month after our proposed date
2)If, due to your cause, we cannot repair the product within one month after the scheduled date of 		
		 repair, we shall not bear responsibility in respect of such portion of the product that requires repair.
3)We will repair products within 10 years after their delivery. Provided, however, that in respect of lamp 		
power supplies, spot cure products and optical measuring products, if seven or more years have passed
		 after discontinuation of manufacturing such products, we may refuse to repair them on the ground
		 that their critical component cannot be procured or repaired, even though 10 years period has not yet
		 passed after their delivery.

Inspection
Before Use
App Install

Measurement
Methods
How to use
BladeNaviSE

4)If our product includes other finished products such as a personal computer and/or peripheral
		 equipment, etc. manufactured by another maker (the “finished product”),the warranty conditions in
		 respect of the finished product shall be as follows:
		 ① During the period of warranty given by the maker of the finished product, we will convey the finish
			 uied product to its maker who will repair such finished product under his warranty.
		 ② After the passage of the warranty period in respect of the finished product, we will undertake
			 repair of such finished product within 10 years after the delivery of our product if we have a stock
			 of spare parts necessary for repair of the finished product. If we do not have a stock of spare parts,
			 we will repair the finished product with parts of a convertible product. In such case, it is anticipated
			 that our product needs to be modified and it will take considerable time for repair. Accordingly,
			 we recommend that the customer purchase another personal computer and/or peripheral
			 equipment for backup in respect of the finished product, in particular, the personal computer and/or

Troubleshooting

			 peripheral equipment, etc.
5)In respect of products other than those referred to in the proviso of paragraph 3) above and in
		 paragraph 4) above, if their critical component cannot be procured or repaired for some reason, and if
		 such event causes serious influence on repair of such products, the above 10 year period may be

Warranty &
After Service

		 shortened. In this case, we will issue prior notice of the fact. In the event that products cannot be
		 repaired within the above period due to any fault of USHIO, we will repurchase such products at the
		 price of either (i) their remaining value calculated in accordance with such depreciation method as
		 applied by the customer, or (ii) their remaining value calculated in accordance with the 10 year

Specification

		 declining balance method of depreciation, whichever is lower. The repair and maintenance period shall
		 terminate upon this repurchase.
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